Lexington artist chosen to serve in Electoral College

By Catherine Carlock

This December, one of Lexing- ton’s own will help Obama take his place in the White House. Dorothy Blackwell, a local artist and longtime supporter of the Democratic Party, is one of the 13 Virginia electors who will cast votes for Barack Obama on December 22.

It will be the third time in four years that Democrat electors have a say in Virginia with Bob McDonnell in the presidential election.

Virginia has 13 electors, one for each congressional district, plus two at-large electors chosen by the state legislature.

In an unusual twist, Virginia voters did not elect an elector for the Virginia Senate in 2006, leaving the state with only 12 electors. Therefore, one of the candidates for the 6th District seat of Congress went unopposed.

The Board’s Web site also lists the general election ballot, which voters can access from their home computers. This provides an easy way for voters to check their registration status and compare candidates for their desired office.
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Increasing bear population searches for food

Crisis coordinator wins notable award
Robert Foresman becomes Public Employee of the Year

By Cameron Steele Rockbridge Report

Robert Foresman didn't panic in an emergency. As Rockbridge County's emergency management and hazardous materials coordinator, he knows how to react during crises. When there are wounds on Incarnate Word St., he pulls together teams to clear away manifest nuclear materials, and read bodies. When someone is missing, he coordinates search and rescue missions along the Maury River. And he knows what to do when a fire department needs help handling or reimbursement.

Now more than a dozen years of command and operational experience at the state and federal levels, the former state and city manager of Laurel, a former state and city manager of Laurel, Foresman is the director of the county’s Department of Emergency Management and Public Safety.

In 2008, Foresman’s management and leadership was recognized by the American College of Emergency Physicians with the grade of Fellow in Emergency Medicine. In recent years, he has been named a Fellow in the American College of Emergency Physicians, and has been named a Fellow in Emergency Medicine.

In 2007, Foresman was named to the Rockbridge County Board of Supervisors. He is a member of the Rockbridge County School Board, and a member of the Rockbridge County School Board of Education.

By Bob Lewis AP Political Writer

RICHMOND — Arlington lawyer Bob Foster entered the Republican Party’s three-way contest for the 2009 attorney general nomination on Wednesday. Foster, elected to the school board in 2003, took on Democrat Daniel Cameron to be the new initiative.

In announcing his candidacy, Foresman said of receiving the award, “We’re really proud of having this honor. It’s been a great year for our county. The county has been recognized by the region for its quality of life and strong economic growth. This is a great honor for our county and our state.”

By Rebecca Bratu Rockbridge Report

Spotting a black bear in your backyard used to be a rare event in Rockbridge County. But as the population of black bears in Virginia grows, the bears are becoming more frequent. Last week, the Virginia Resources Authority is planning to set up a bear management program in Rockbridge County.

In an effort to keep bears outside their natural habitat and searching for food, local residents to keep a distance from these bears. They’re moving into our state, and they’re moving into our cities, and they’re moving into our neighborhoods.

By Jess Ramos/Rockbridge Report

Merritt Hill, right, from Hert Planning and Design talks about smart zoning code on Tuesday. Vlad Gavrilovic, left, from Renaissance Planning Group and Hert Planning and Design. Smart zoning arises from the interaction of urban and rural development trends. For example, a building that is built on the first floor and apartment on the second and third floor.

Merritt Hill, president of Hert Planning and Design, called smart zoning “the best of both worlds.” Smart zoning is a form of the Planning for the Renaissance Planning Group, explained that smart zoning principles are applied with the creation of a smart code.

In their presentation, Gavrilovic and Hill discussed other Virginia communities similar to Lexington where smart codes will soon be implemented. For example, smart codes have been proposed for the Village of Marshall, village of Crozet, town of Orange, and the Crozet district of Virginia.

They also keep the character of the more traditional-looking main street and encourage resi- dent to like or walk downtown. Getting used to and anticipating the effects of the new initiative.

By Jess Ramos Rockbridge Report

Although downtown Lexington is growing older, it can still become smarter, some residents say. As downtown Lexington is growing older, it can still become smarter, some residents say. As downtown Lexington is growing older, it can still become smarter, some residents say. As downtown Lexington is growing older, it can still become smarter, some residents say.
Despite drop in traffic, some airports opening new runways

How to winterize your drafty house

Newer homes are pretty much guaranteed to have insulation....

Budget cuts shut down Bueno Vista job center

How to winterize your drafty house

As local employment center closes, U.S. jobless claims hit 16-year high

Unemployment data worse than expected
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Cavaliers seniors eager to go out with victory

CHARLOTTESVILLE – Virginia knows it has heard its final game in a Cavaliers’ uniform. The Associated Press

Orange remain on an even keel

Despite a string of 19 losses and three consecutive bowl defeats, Virginia heads into game against Clemson on Saturday needing one more victory to become bowl eligible, and with just two more chances to do it.

That, by itself, is motivation enough for the Cavaliers to spend more time studs this week to give the Cavaliers their best chance to win.
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Yankees’ control shifts to Steinbrenner’s son

Hal Steinbrenner, right, the newly-approved control person of the New York Yankees baseball team, speaks to a reporter after a Major League Baseball commissioner Bud Selig, left, looks away during a news conference, Thursday, Nov. 20, 2008, in New York.

Steinbrenner, the Yankees’ controlling owner, has been on the verge of selling the club for two years. Now, at age 40, his youngest son, Hal, is the owner.

The elder Steinbrenner has gradually withdrawn from the Yankees since decades-long operations in recent years, and brothers Hal and Hank were appointed co-chairmen in April.

“I realize it’s a great responsibility,” said Hal Steinbrenner, who turns 40 this week. “My dad is, needless to say, a tough act to follow.”

George Steinbrenner, now 78, founded a group that bought the club in January 1973 for $10.6 million and became one of the most high-profile owners in all of sports. He dominated the back pages of New York’s tabloids, cozying the nickname “The Boss,” as he spent lavishly on players and changed managers 26 times during his first 25 years as owner, dealing with Billy Martin, Yogi Berra and three World Series.

The Yankees regained their former glory, winning nine World Series titles and 10 American League pennants, from 1976-2003. They also have transformed themselves into a billion-dollar franchise that owns a cable television network and food concession company and is preparing to move into a $1.3 billion new Yankee Stadium.

Steinbrenner is baseball’s longest-serving owner, but he has been dealing health problems following surgery that required hospitalization in December 2005 and October 2006. His public is he has been fading and was recently deleted.

Steinbrenner’s baseball’s biggest-selling owner, has been declining health following surgery that required hospitalization in December 2005 and October 2006. His public is he has been fading and was recently deleted.
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Vice President Cindy Carvajal and Minnesota’s quarterback Joe Cocker, who will start the final game of his career, and left tackle Eugene Monroe, the next Virginia offensive lineman projected as a very high first-round draft choice, are also expected to leave.

But in Vertiz’s mind, there’s more to it.

“There’s a lot riding on this game, and I think we’re just passing by to be honest. Perhaps he’s not able to become head eligible,” he said last week. “I’m sending guys like John Phillips and Cadre Pierson and Sloan (Smith) out with a virus.”

The three teammates he mentioned are among 24 seniors and fifth-year Cavaliers who will be recognized before playing their final home game.

Other include linebackers Jon Copper, who will start the final game of his career, and left tackle Eugene Monroe, the next Virginia offensive lineman projected as a very high first-round draft choice. It’s also expected that quarterback Scott Diekman, a junior, will make his first start on Friday.

Mussina said this week. “It’s sending guys away excited, and sometimes revealing. ‘There’s no one guy who spoke and just said he had a lot of regrets about the way he had

The Associated Press

Pujols beats field for NL MVP award

Los Angeles Angels’ Albert Pujols puts the exclamation point on the NL MVP race, earning the AL MVP award.

Pujols has led the Angels to their first division title since 1979, setting a record for his fourth AL MVP honor.

He was named the NL MVP last year and also won the award in 2006 and 2001. The Associated Press

Unsuspecting QBs emerge

With familiar names such as Chad Pennington and Brodie Croyle dominating media attention, some unexpected quarterbacks have emerged as viable options.
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Ferrer, Nalbandian to face off in Davis Cup Finals

Argentina’s David Nalbandian, right, is preparing to move into a $1.3 billion new Yankee Stadium.
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A mouthful of caution: meet Trenchcoat Thea

By Bill Bush

At the Trenchcoat Cocktail Party, held in Wash-ington, the tie isn’t going to be enough to keep the drinks in. To get around the problem, the bar staff will be wearing Trenchcoat T-shirts to prevent the drinks from being spilled by people who are consuming them.

The Trenchcoat T-shirts are made from a special material that is made to look like the material of a trenchcoat, and they are designed to be worn by people who are drinking.
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